Internship

Definition of Terms:

Internship means a structured method of instruction whereby scholars train with an employer for an occupation relative to the occupational interest, academic preparation and career goal. An employer site mentor supervises the scholar intern in workplace activities. Activities will be a determined variety of skills related to different job stations/levels within an occupation, participation in a company special project or learning advanced skills to a specific single occupation. It is an unpaid experience and the training scholar is referred to as a scholar intern. Consists of 6 weeks/4 days/week/4 hours/day

Parent(s) is the person(s) who has legal guardianship responsibilities for the scholar. Will also be responsible for transporting scholar for the internship.

Policy

Under the direction of the superintendent, school directors are authorized to administer this policy in their respective schools.

Scholar Eligibility

Scholars that are on track for graduation is the qualifying indicator to participate in a work-based learning experience. The SEOP indicates a scholar’s occupational interest and classroom preparation for a community site training experience in a selected career field. Eligible scholars participate on a “space available” basis.
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